due to their potential applications in advanced pressure perceive which is critical for the fabrication of artificial skins and wearable electronic devices. To date, four major types of sensory models have been successfully designed to fabricate flexible pressure sensors, including organic field effect transistors (OFETs) [1], capacitative [2] and piezoelectric [3] and piezoresistive sensors [4] . Piezoresistive sensors, which are typical pressure sensors that transduce the pressure imposed on the sensor to resistance signal, have been widely used owing to their attractive advantages, including feasible preparation, low cost, and easy signal collection. Conventionally, conductive polymer films or elastomeric rubbers filled with conductive filler including carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and expanded graphite-based nanoparticles are used as the sensing materials for piezoresistive sensors [5, 6] . Two-dimensional (2D) graphene have become as another promising carbon conductive filler in polymer because of high aspect ratio, low cost, easy production, and low resistance [7] . Semiconductor materials can be used as pressure-sensitive materials, but also for heat-sensitive materials [8] . Some polymer-based composites containing two different carbon fillers (e.g., carbon fiber and carbon black, carbon nanotubes and graphite) have also been investigated, which led to synergistic effects on network formation in the inner of the composite and improved the piezoresistive properties [9, 10] .
Introduction
Flexible, highly sensitive, quick-responding, and low-cost piezoresistive sensor have attracted tremendous attention sensitivity, excellent repeatability, and small hysteresis at the same time. Recently, three-dimensional (3D) material such as porous sponge and foam work as a scaffold have emerged as another promising materials for the fabrication of piezoresistive pressure sensors owing to their extraordinary electrical properties and mechanical flexibilities. Recently, several 3D conductive porous materials with high electronic conductivities and good mechanical properties have been prepared [11] . Owing to high aspect ratio, low cost, easy production, and low resistance of graphene, it was predicted to be a very sensitive platform for pressure sensing [12, 13] . In fact, graphene based 3D porous resistive-type pressure sensors have already been developed, including graphene foams [14] , graphene aerogels [15] . Other recently reported 3D porous materials have carbonaceous aerogels [16] , CNTs sponges [17] , graphene/silver nanowire hybrid foams [18] , CNTs/AgNPs hybrid sponges [19] , polypyrrole/silver nanowire hybrid aerogels [20] and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)/cellulose nanofibril (CNF) hybrid aerogels [21] . However, large-scale fabrication of such pressure sensors is still full of challenges because the fabrication process is usually complicated and difficult to reproduce. Moreover, most of the prepared macroscopic porous architectures are generally brittle with low compression resilience ratios because the microstructural features also dominate the bulk mechanical response [22, 23] . Thus, the efficient filling of nanostructured conductive sponges with appropriate structure is the key to fully realize the potential of building blocks in macroscopic architectures and achieve excellent mechanical compressibility, elasticity and stability.
Herein, A layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly technique is developed for making novel pressure sensors based on polydopamine-modified polyurethane sponge. The fabricated sensor are highly flexible, conductive, in which porous sponge serve as the skeleton while graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) and carbon black(CB) components are well coated along the skeletons.The fabricated carbon black/graphene nanoplatelets-silicone rubber hybrid sponge (CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge) sensor exhibited excellent pressure sensing parameters, including high sensitivity, excellent stability(>10 loading/unloading cycles). Mechanical tests on the hybrid sponge revealed their excellent properties of combined high specific strength, elasticity, compressibility. Besides, the LbL assembly technology of preparing CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge reported here shows large superiority in programmable fabrication way. The applications of the pressure sensors in the detection and simulation of various external stimuli such as dynamic sound-driven vibrations, muscle motions are demonstrated.
Materials and methods
Silicone rubber (SR-GD401; dielectric constant: 3.0) was provided by Sichuan Zigong CHENGUANG Chemical Institute. The carbon black (CB-3100) exhibits an average particle size of about 30 nm (according to the manufacturer), and was provided by Swiss SPC Chemical Company. The GNPs were supplied by Hefei Microcrystalline Materials Technology Co., Ltd. (Anhui Province, China) with a purity 99.5 wt%.The GNPs had a thickness <10 nm, a diameter of 3-25 μm. PU sponge was purchased from Beijing Jixiang Sponge Co., Ltd. Dopamine hydrochloride was bought from Nanjing Oddfoni Biological technology Co., Ltd. And tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane was obtained from Shanghai Jinhuiwu Science and Technology Co., Ltd. In this experiment, field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out to characterize the morphology of the sample.
The fabrication of modified CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge
Schematic diagram for fabrication process of 3D sponge sensor is shown in Fig. 1a . A macroporous PU sponge substrate, cleansed by ethanol and water and dried in oven at 50 °C for 1 h. The pre-cleaned PU sponge was cutted into small pieces with size of 10 × 10 × 3 mm 3 . 0.223 g of tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane was dissolved in 90 g distilled water, and the pH was maintained at 8-9. After that, 0.179 g of dopamine was added and dissolved. The pre-cleaned PU sponge pieces were immersed into the above solution at ambient temperature for 24 h, where the self-polymerization of dopamine occurs on the surface of PU to form the adhesion layer, on the surface of polydopamine (PDA) layer cause a strong binding interaction with the subsequent CB/GNPs [24, 25] . And then picked out and transferred into a dry oven at 50 °C for 2 h. Then the modified PU sponge pieces were immersed thoroughly in CB/ GNPs/naphtha solution for 6 s and dried at 80 °C. The preparation of CB/GNPs/naphtha solution is described as follows. Naphtha was used as solvent to mix conductive filler (the CB/GNPs blending ratio is 2:1) [26] with different fractions thereby mechanical stirring for 30 min and sonication for 15 min to obtain a well-dispersed filler suspension solution. After that, the PU sponge pieces were soaked in SR/naphtha solution for 15 s and hanged in air to drain all the extra solution to form a uniform coverage over the surface. SR solution coated sponge was cured at 80 °C for 10 min to evaporate volatile component and slightly harden the SR layer over the surface. Finally, PU sponge pieces were immersed thoroughly in CB/GNPs/naphtha solution for 3 s and cured at 80 °C for 2 h. In this process, cured SR layer acted as connection between skeleton and CB/GNPs as shown in cross-section diagram of coated sponge fiber in spacer layer. The LbL assembly method was developed specifically for 3D sponge by utilizing partial curing SR as interfacial connecting layer and depositing CB/GNPs on the SR layer. Well connected 3D network fabricated by the LbL assembly process offers good conductivity and robust composite structure over the skeleton surface. It is worth noting that the SR layer also has a crucial effect on the enhanced mechanical properties.
During the design of conductive ternary network, one important part is to fabricate high adhesion between the conductive nanomaterials and polymer sponge to construct the 3D conductive network [27, 28] . But the adhesion of most commercial polymer sponges with conductive nanomaterials are not satisfactory, which needs multiple dip-coating process [29, 30] . As we known, polydopamine (PDA) coating is an amazing method to modify various surfaces arising from its abundant catechol and amine groups, where the lone pair electrons of the functional groups afford a strong binding interaction with the subsequent inorganic or organic layers [31] . Moreover, dopamine can easily self-polymerized at room temperature [32] . Although various PDA modified materials such as graphene, carbon nanotubes and PDMS film were reported [24, 25] , 3D polymer architecture which is difficult to modify by most common method such as oxygen plasma irradiation wasn't investigated at present.
As shown in Fig. 1f , the dramatic color change is observed in PU sponge modified with and without PDA. The pure PU sponge was white (whereas the PDA-PU sponge was yellow). A thin, adherent PDA layer on the surface of PU sponge surface after polymerization of dopamine are clearly recognized in the corresponding SEM images (Fig. 1b-e) . The SEM images reveal that PDA aggregations were coated uniformly on smooth PU surfaces.
Apparatus
As shown in Fig. 2 , the top and bottom surface of the CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge cuboid was adhered with a copper sheet (0.2 mm thickness and width by length of 1.2 × 1.2 cm 2 ) as electrodes respectively by using conductive silver paste. To further study the electromechanical properties of obtained pressure sensors, the conductive sponges were placed on the compression stage of mechanical test machine (WDW-05), which was purchased from Changzhou SANFENG Instrument Technology Co., Ltd. and the electrodes of sensors were connected to a LCR meter (GW INSTEK LCR-819, Good Will Instrument Company Ltd., Taiwan, China) to record the electrical resistance of the samples, as shown in Fig. 2 . The field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi, 1.0 kV 8.2 mm SU8020 100k) was carried out to characterize the morphology of the sample.
3 Results and discussion
Characterization
As displayed in Fig. 3a , the modified PU sponges coated with CB/GNPs particles own whole-connected, three dimensional, cellular-like networks without impurities. The CB/GNPs particles are coated along the skeletons of the PU sponge (seen in Fig. 3b) . From the illustration of Fig. 3c, d , it can be seen the PDA modified microfibers were uniformly wrapped by the thick layer of CB/ GNPs, resulting in a conductive sponge with triaxial CB/ GNPs nano/micro network structures. The corresponding SEM image further confirms that CB nanoparticles and GNPs get a better, uniform dispersion, without significant agglomeration or aggregation. PU sponge is also expected for the similar behavior in elastic character with CB/GNPs wrapping. The coated CB/GNPs particles are critical for providing a piezoresistive character because the number of contacts between the particles increases with increasing force, which results in an increase in conductive paths. Conductive paths are only formed along the skeleton of the sponge, and force sensor applications require additional modification for the enhancement of conductivity and piezoresistive character as demonstrated in a previous work [26] . On the one hand, by applying the incorporation of CB/GNPs particles instead of single CB particles or GNPs particles, the resulting hybrid sponge get an improved electrical stability. On the other hand, the advantage of the modified process instead of multiple dip-coating method is that the conductivity of the CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge can be easily improved by using PDA-modified PU sponge. The CB/GNPs particles are uniformly and firmly coated on the entire surface of the PU sponge skeletons that make up the structure of the sponge.
The FTIR measurements were carried out on bare PU sponge, modified PU sponge and modified hybrid PU sponge. Figure 3f clearly records the FTIR spectrums of pure PU sponge, modified PU sponge and modified hybrid Fig. 2 The schematic of the pressure test setup PU sponge. For pristine porous PU, a strong absorption band appears in the region of 2833-2961 cm −1 due to C-H symmetric/asymmetric stretching. The vibration band at 3320 cm −1 is assigned to the stretching modes of imido groups (-NH-) in urethane (-HNCOO-) [33] . Compared to bare PU sponge, the spectrum of modified PU sponge shows a new peak at around 1250 cm −1 corresponded to the O-H stretching of catechol. The spectra of modified hybrid PU sponge can be in comparison with modified PU sponge. These two spectra appears quite similar since the nature of chemical bonds of backbone of PU is similar to that of graphene [34] . Hence there is good overlap of these absorption bands. However, as for modified hybrid PU sponge there is a new peak at 1556 cm −1 due to the carbon skeleton vibration of graphene. The appearance of peak at around 1556 cm −1 is attributed to C=C skeletal vibration of graphene [35] . The absorption peaks located at 782 and 1004 cm −1 are attributed to Si-C stretching, Si-O stretching respectively. The FTIR spectrum shows two absorption bands located at ~782 and ~1004 cm −1 , which were ascribed to the characteristic vibrations of Si-O-Si asymmetric stretching, in the C-Si-O units [36] . The typical absorption bands of the Si-O-Si bonds present in the siloxane compounds in the 1000-1130 cm −1 region. All of those characteristic peaks confirm the existence of coating layer on the surface of the porous PU framework.
Electrical properties
The decreased resistance of the hybrid sponge during the compression process is mainly due to the different conducting paths and contact resistance between the closely located cell walls. With the pressure applied, the large deformation of the CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge leads to a large increase in electrical contact area due to the excellent mechanical transfer action of three-dimensional framework, which greatly increases the conductive paths between the adjacent composite microfibers, resulting in the decrease of resistance. After releasing the pressure on the surface of CB/ GNPs-SR hybrid sponge, the deformation of microfibers recovers, and the contact area of fiber network decreases, resulting in the increase of resistance. In particular, the pressure sensitivity S (defined as S = δ( R/R 0 )/δP, where P is the applied pressure) is 0.38 and 0.038 kPa −1 in the 0-1 and 1-6 kPa range under loading process, respectively. Furthermore, the hybrid sponge sensor showed linear change in resistance in the 0-1 kPa (R 2 =0.983) (seen in Fig. 4 ). In addition, the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of hybrid (Fig. 5) . The results show that hybrid sponges displayed good linear I-V characteristics under different pressure, and the slope of I-V curves increased with the pressure applied owing to the corresponding decrease of resistance. The repeatable performance in the 1st, 5th and 10th cycles are shown in Fig. 6 . It clearly shows that our pressure sensor displays excellent performance with moderate hysteresis.
Mechanical tests
Cellular solid foam materials have a generic mechanical behavior under compressive loads. On their stress-strain curve, usually, there is an elasticity region at low stresses followed by a long collapse plateau and are then truncated by a densification in which the stress rises steeply [37] . The elastic region is the response of individual bones and bone walls of the sponge prior to the occurrence of any damage. The plateau region is due to the progressive failure of sponge bones and bone walls. As more and more cells become crushed under compression, opposing sponge bones and bone walls touch each other in compaction, leading to the final densification region, as shown in Fig. 7a . Figure 7b , c shows the compressive stress-strain curves for all samples (CB/GNPs sponge is coated without SR layer). Curves obtained during the loading process show the three characteristic deformation regimes typically observed in open-cell foams. A linear region for strain ≤10% is generally reflective of the elastic bending of cell walls. Elastic buckling of cell walls is recorded by a plateau regime with gradually increasing slop after plateau strain (~10%) and a densification regime for strain >∼50% with steeply rising stress. As the compressive stress σ versus stain ε curves for the obtained sponge along the loading direction during loading-unloading cycles shown, both the CB/GNPs-SR hybrid Sponge and the CB/GNPs sponge exhibit an intriguing structural compressibility, achieving nearly full recovery from large strains (≥80%) under uniaxial loading. And σ returns to the original values after unloading for each ε at 55 and 80%. Although we find hysteresis loops in loading-unloading cycles, indicating dissipations, that did not affect the shape recovery of the obtained sponges. The ability to expand and recover a porous structure is unique compared with many brittle gels. However, the strength of the CB/GNPs sponge, as quantified by plateau stress at 40% strain to density (~10.4 mg cm −3 ) ratio, is ~0.14 kPa mg −1 cm −3 . Surprisingly, due to synergistic effect of the SR layer and conductive filler layer, the CB/ GNPs hybrid sponge shows the higher specific strength (~0.40 kPa mg −1 cm −3 ) with the density of 13.8 mg cm −3 , which is much higher than that of the as-formed CB/ GNPs sponge.
During compression, the sponge accommodates most of the applied strain through strut rotation and bending. This would mitigate the accumulation of the uniaxial strain in the individual struts; however, it also leaves the junction points as the potential strain concentration sites, which are therefore vulnerable to fracture. In contrast, being the elastic support of the wrapped sponges, the SR had to be strained significantly in accord with the contraction of the sponges, particularly along the lines where they were in direct contact, which could result in efficient mechanical reinforcement [38] . It is worth noting that the weight ratio of the CB/GNPs/naphtha concentrations also has a crucial effect on the mechanical properties. 
Influence of CB/GNPs/naphtha concentrations
On the basis of the specific structure of CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponges, a programmed fabrication strategy could be also realized by regulating the dipping conditions. The thickness of the skeleton could be regulated readily by modulating the concentration of the CB/GNPs/naphtha solution and dipping time. With the increase of the CB/ GNPs/naphtha concentrations from 8 to 36 mg/ml, the initial resistance descends from 400 to 0.2 kΩ, because more conductive pathways were generated with a larger overlapping area between the CB/GNPs hybrid sponges. It can be seen in the inset of Fig. 8 , when the conductive filler concentration was changed from 12 to 20 mg/ml, the thickness of the skeleton increase from 5 to 10 µm. Figure 9 shows the change in the normalized resistance plotted against the pressure curves, with different concentrations of the CB/GNPs/naphtha solution used. This result in electrical properties demonstrated that, the sensitivity of the CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge could be Fig. 7 a The schematic description of the unit cell model of the sponge and the evolution in cell structure with strain. b and c strain versus stress curves for of modified CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge and CB/GNPs sponge during loading-unloading cycles at ε = 55 and 80% Fig. 8 Initial resistance of hybrid sponge in different immerse concentrations of CB/GNPs/naphtha regulated by the concentration. Percolation models usually serve as the best known tool for explaining and predicting electrical properties of conducting filler based polymer composites, the same as for conductive sponge. Near the percolation threshold, conductivity of composites experiences a sudden rise in electrical conductivity for several orders of magnitude. With increasing volume fraction of CB/GNPs, the working principle of this kind of pressure sensor varied from a piezo-resistive effect to a strain effect [39] . In other words, the volume fraction of CB/GNPs has a great impact on mechanical sensitivity. When the volume fraction of CB/GNPs is within the percolation zone (in the paper, CB/GNPs/naphtha concentrations is around ~ 20 mg/ml), the sensitivity is high (~ 0.38 kPa − 1 in the 0-1 kPa) (seen in Fig. 4) ,and the piezoresistive effect plays a main role, whereas the strain effect is weak. However, when the volume fraction of CB/GNPs is within the conductive zone (when CB/ GNPs/naphtha concentrations is more than 36 mg/ml), the sensitivity drops, and the strain effect is the main sensitive mechanism. In conclusion, the working principle of the CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge was related to the concentrations of CB/GNPs/naphtha.
In addition, considerable enhancement in both elastic modulus and compressive strengths are observed with an increase in the concentration of CB/GNPs/naphtha solution (seen in Fig. 10 ). With higher concentration, each cell wall is thicker than that of its lower concentration counterpart, resulting in both higher strength and elastic modulus. In one word, due to the structural controllability and direct relationship of the properties and structures, CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge could been synthesized with designed structures and properties in a programmable way.
Simple gesture and voice recognition
The flexible pressure sensors can detect and distinguish the gentle pressure. The high sensitivity of the hybrid sponge sensor is desirable for the detection of small-scale human motion such as delicate movements of the throat. The hybrid sponge sensor was attached to the throat (Fig. 11) . When the tester spoke several words, including "Hello", "Hefei University of Technology", the sensor recorded specific patterns regarding the value of R/R 0 for each phonation, since each word resulted in distinct movements of the laryngeal prominence. The same patterns were produced when the words were repeated, which represents a good possibility for use as acoustic sensors with excellent reliability. In addition, the flexible pressure sensors can be used for wearable sensing systems by mounting them onto human bodies due to their high sensitivity and non-toxicity. The pressure sensor was attached onto an opisthenar to simulate the hand motion. Regardless of the motion frequency, a rapid decrease in resistance was clearly observed when the tester makes a fist; and the resistance returns to the original state after the hand was straightened naturally (Fig. 12a) , this result can be explained by the motions of muscles on the back of a hand when making the fist.
To further explore the sensor's ability to detect the human motion, the sensor was mounted on a tester's index finger joint and the index finger is kept straight naturally, at this time the sensor was in the relaxation state. Once the index finger was in a bent state, a stress was generated and applied to the sensor, leading to a sudden decrease in resistance of the sensor. After the index finger straightens to the original state, the sensor relaxes and the stress decreases, accompanied by a return of resistance to the original state as well (Fig. 12b) . The effective monitoring of human motion makes the flexible pressure sensor a robust candidate for robotic systems.
Conclusions
In this study, we successfully fabricated modified CB/ GNPs-SR hybrid sponge through LbL assembly method. The sponge sensor exhibited excellent properties, including high sensitivity (0.38 kPa −1 ), excellent stability (>10 loading/unloading cycles), high specific strength, elasticity, and compressibility. And the LbL assembly technology of preparing CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge reported here shows large superiority in programmable fabrication method. The applications of the pressure sensors in the detection and simulation of various external stimuli such as dynamic sound-driven vibrations, muscle motions are demonstrated. The straightforward fabrication route using readily available and inexpensive chemical components, favourable physical properties of the CB/GNPs-SR hybrid sponge system underscore the potential implementation of the new piezoresistive platform in varied pressure sensing applications.
